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A Ithough Hume often speaks of philosophy and religion as 
dif'ferent forms of experience, they are so intimately con- 

nected that the one cm-not he understood without u n d e r ~ t ~ d i n g  
the other. Both have evolved over time, intermingling to form 
qualitatively different forms of experience in which their original 
identities me partidly submerged roughly in the way that colors 
such as blue and yellow may be mixed and submerged into the 
new color of green. Yet one of the identities may be strong enough 
to appear in something of its original form as in a yellowish or 
bluish green. And, of course, both identities can be recovered 
through analysis. In what follows I e ine Hume's views on the 
nature and origin of religious and philosophical forms of con- 
sciousness; how they have evolved to form distinctive modes of 
religious and philosophicad existence; and whether, if a t  d l ,  these 
modes of existence are beneficial to society. 

I t  was a rationalistic prejudice, strong in Hume's time, that 
the first religion was theism and that it was known by the first 
men through the design argument. This rational form of theism 
h a s  since been corrupted by custom a d  prejudice into polytheism 
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and into superstitious forms of theism. Sir Isaac Newton states 
the view as follows: ''SO then the farst religion was the most 
rational of all others till. the nations corrupted it. For there is no 
way (wth out revelation) to come to ye knowledge of a Deity but by 
the frame of nature."' 

Hume rejected the rationalistic account of the first religion 
offered by Newton, Clarke, and other "religious philosophers" in 
favor of a causal, evolutionary account. That account employed 
three original propensities of human nature which are necessary 
for Hume's genealogy not only of religion but, as we shall, see, of 
philosophy as well. (1) Men have a disposition to believe in 
"invisible, intelligent power" as the cause of things. This disposi- 
tion is "diffused over the human race, in d l  places m d  in all 
ages..." (NHR, p. 25). (2) Faced with the flux and contrariety of 
phenomena, men would despair of understanding the causes of 
things, "were it not for a propensity in human nature, which Peads 
into a system, that gives them some seeming satisfaction9' WHR, 
p. 33). The system may be metaphorical as in reiigion or concep- 
tual as in philosnphyj but a system of some sort there will be. (3) 
'There is a n  u n i v e r d  tendency amongst mankind to conceive all 
beings like themselves, and to t r m f e r  to every object those 
qualities, with which they are fmiliarly acquainted, and of which 
they are  intimately conscious" WNR, p. 33). 

Because these propensities are universal, religion is; natural 
to man, but it is  not inevitable. Propemitiw have varying 
strength, and the progensities that make religious belief possible 
"may easily be perverted by various accidents and causes, 
and...may by an extraordinary concurrence of circumstances, be 
altogether prevented" (NNR, pp. 25-26). m a t  then were the 
particular circumstances of the first men such that the above 
propensities expressed themselves in the form of religion and not 
in some other form? 

Wume supposes that the first men must have been primitive 
and barbarous. wthout the arts and sciences, man was little more 
than a "necessitous animal" whose main concern was survival. 
What prompted the first act of critical reflection was not admira- 
tion of regularity and order in the universe but fear a t  the sudden 
occurrence of unexpected events which threatened Pife and secu- 
rity. The remlarities of nature were abmrfted into habit and did 
not surface as objects of attention. It  was frightening events 
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contrary to expectation such as a monstrous birth or a violent clap 
of thunder that triggered the three propensities mentioned above 
and gave rise to the first explanation of events. This first account 
was, and had to be, anthropomorphic, metaphorical, and practi- 
cal. Intelligent power was metaphorically read into the contrary 
event itself: neptune is the violence of a sea a t  storm. Eventually 
the human propensity to view things systematically was trig- 
gered. Neptune is identified not only with the stormy sea but also 
with the sea when d m .  The god is seen to be related to other 
gods, and, in time, the entire world is populated with gods. 

Polytheism, then, was not only the first religion, it was the 
first systematic account of events, and so is the origin of all 
theoretical science and philosophy. Although polytheism is the 
remote ancestor of theorizing, its rationale is practical not theo- 
retical. The gods are the invisible powers which control contrary 
events. To understand is to placate an arbitrary and demanding 
personality. The logic of the system is not "the pure love of truth" 
or "speculative curiosity" about the cause of order in the world, 
but fear CNHR, p, 32). Locd deities are pr&d not out of admi- 
ration but for the advantage of the believer. The local god is 
flattered as being greater than alien gods and free of their limits. 
These e ~ s r a t e d  p r d e s  eventually free the god from all limits 
of the visible world, and he is represented as the only true god, a 
perfect being who transcends the world of space and time and who 
is its creator. In  this way theism evolves out of polytheism. 

But what emerges is not the "true" or "philosophical theism" 
which Mume accepts.2 True theism is the belief in a perfect, 
supreme intelligence who created a universe governed by law. 
Such a belief, Hume says, conform to "the principles of reason 
and  true philosophy," and inspires men to scientific inquirby into 
the laws that govern the universe and to mord conduct. I t  should 
%banish every thing frivolous, unreasonable, or inhuman from 
religious worship, and set before men the most illustrow exam- 
ple, as well as the most commanding motive of justice and 
benevolence" VVHEb, p. 59). Only a being who could inspire such 
practice is worthy of what Hume calls "rational worship and 
adoration" WHR, p. 52). 

True theism entails a belief in a "general providencew but not 
in a ""grticu%s providence." The former is the belief that the 
universe is the result of purposive intelligence which expr 
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itself in the form of law. The latter is the belief that the creator 
""disturbs.. .at every turn, the settled order of events, by particular 
volitiom" WHR, p. 50). m a t  Hume calls '%utulgar theism" carries 
with it belief in a particular providence, and so is not fully 
emancipated from it polytheistic root%--the rationale of which is 
nothing but a strategy for effecting a particular providence. Vull- 
gar theism, then, contains a contradiction, The same being repre- 
sented as perfect and not governed by human passions is also 
viewed as "the particular cause of health or sickness; plenty or 
want; prosperity or adversity" and capable of responding to pray- 
ers. But a being who respon& to prayers has pslssions very like 
OUF Own. 

The propensity sf the imagination to metaphorically identify 
invkible, intellient power with visible things exacerbates the 
contradiction and generates what Hume calls a "flux and reflux" 
of polytheism and theism. The abstract conception of a perfect 
being renders the "active imagination of men, uneasy9' (FSE-R, 
p. 57). Soon an  order of "inferior mediators or subordinate agents 
me invented which interpose betwixt mankind and their supreme 
deity9' WMR, pp. 57-58). These demigods or middle beings resem- 
ble the human and are seized upon to satisfy the polytheistic need 
for "'a particular providence." Thus theism desen* insensibly 
back to idolatry: 'The virgin Mary, ere checkt by the reformation, 
had proceeded, from being merely a good woman to usurp many 
attributes of theAmighty9' WWR, pp. 52-53). Eventually the very 
vulgarity of these middle beings is seen to conflict with the notion 
of a perfect being, and the religious mind b g i n s  again the painful 
ascent back in the direction of theism only to fall, in time, back 
towards polytheism, The absurd "flux and reflux" of polytheism 
and theism can be rs t rained and moderated, but it can never be 
overcome VJHR, p. 58). 

ORIGIN OF PWLOSQPI~"SAND TRUE ISM 

The view of Newton and other religious philosophers that 
theism (established by the design arwment) was the first religion 
implied also that the first theists were philosophers and that 
religion and philosophy were cwdensive in their origins. Hume 
argues to the contrargr that the first philosophers were polytheists 
and that pl$heism itself is a form of atheism. Comseqeaently, the 
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first philosophers were atheists. Why Hume thought polytheism 
to be a form of atheism will. be examined shortly. In the meantime, 
we should ask what were the conditions which made philosophical 
questioning possible. Hume's answer is the cultivation of the a ~ t s  
and the security brought on by "the institution of good govenment" 
UVHR, p. 35). The rationale of polytheism is fear brought on by 
extraordinary life-threatening events. The normal regularities of 
experience are absorbed into habits which have proved successful 
in the struggle for survival and never surface as objects of atten- 
tion or curiosity. But with the appearance of the arts and good 
government, security and leisure emerge, and a space is opened 
up in which, for the first time, regularity and order become objects 
of attention. "Superstition flourishes when life is governed by 
accident" WHR, p. 35). A s  makers of society, men become aware 
of order in their own works and this enables them to attend to 
order and replar i ty  in the world. Philosophy has its origin in the 
polis of polytheistic culture. 

-7 nume mentions 'Thaies, Anaximander," and "Anaximenes, 
Heraclitus" as the first philosophers. They all sought to give an 
ultimate explanation of the world by fixing on some privileged 
item in the world, '%re, water, air, or whatever they established 
to be .the ruling element" a d  metaphorically identifgring it with 
the whole WHR, pp. 43, 44ny 45). In  these first theories, three 
principles of philosophical reflection are manifest: the principles 
of ultimacy, autonomy, and dominion. Philosophical theory is 
ultimate: it transcends the world of experience and is uncondi- 
tioned. The thought behind it is radimlly autonomous: it is en- 
tirely emancipated from polytheistic custom and tradition. There 
is no attempt, for ple, to p r o ~ d e  an explanation of the world 
as a whole by magnifying the powers of one of the gods within the 
world, Philosophical theory extends dominion over everything 
within its scope, and its scope is total: the go& themselves are 
generated from the ultimate cause and are subject to its laws 
WHR, p. 45). 

Hume seems to think that philosopKcal reflection with its 
demand for ultimaq, autonomy, and dominion is sui genen's, the 
result of natural propensities which spontaneously arise under 
conditions of security and leisure. That these conditiom first 
 appeared in plytheistic culture was an mident, though one for 
which a b t o r i d  explanaLion can be given. The sudden appearance 
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of critical pa%ilossphical reflection in the world may be seen as a 
leap to a higher form of human eqerience. The e ~ r i e n c e  is of a 
higher form because it is more inclusive: (41) the gods were offered 
by polytheists as explanations not of regularity and order but of 
frightening and extraordinary events; with the emergence of 
philosophy, regularity and order are objects of speculation; (2) an 
explanation is now possible for the gods themselves. 

Hume stresses the fact that the fiwt philosophers were athe- 
ists and, indeed, that polytheism itself was. atheistic. The polythe- 
ists were atheists not because they denied the existence of a 
supreme author of the universe, but because they simply had no 
such idea. Theirs was an  atheism of innocence or ignorance. Hume 
describes the first philswphers as "superstitious atheists," who 
had no notion of a '%"being, that cor raponk to our idea of a deity- 
No first principle of mind or thought: No supreme government 
and administration: No divine contrivance or intention in the 
fabric of the world'WHR, p. 38). And so 'Thales, haximander ,  
and the eariy p'nilosophers, who redly were atheists" had no 
difficulty giving a n  ultimate explanation of the world based on 
radically autonomous reason while at  the same time being "very 
orthodox in the pagan creed" WHR, p. a n ) .  

The development of philosophical theism out of philosophical 
atheism is different from the development of vulgar theism out of 
polytheism. The latter is motivated by fear, the former by the 
original human propensity to order experience into a system. 
Hume describes this as the motive sf "speculative curiosity" or 
"the pure love of truth" WHR, p. 32). Philosophical theism 
emerges by critical reflection on the thinking of the first philo- 
sophical atheists, a d  its appearace, Hume thinks, marks a 
superior achievement in understanding. The reason is that the 
imagination can understand reality only by metaphorically iden- 
t ieing its own pasts with the world: 'The mind rises gradually, 
from inferior to superior: By abstracting from what is imperfect, 
it forms an idea of perfection: And slowly distinguishing the 
nobler parts of its frame from the grosser, it learns to transfer 
only the former, much elevated and refined, to its divinity" WNR, 
p. 24). The great achievement of the first philossphers was to shift 
polytheistic attention away from the contraieties of experience 
to the ewerielace of replasity. It was now not the horror of a 
momtrous birth which demanded errp%amtion in the form of a 
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"particular providence" but the regularity of normal birth. How- 
ever, the first philosophers were limited by the rationale of poly- 
theism insofar as they metaphorically identified the "secret and 
unknown causes" of the world by reflecting on themselves as 
passive recipients of nature. The objects of attention were regu- 
larities and cycles such as birth and death, and the explanatory 
entities were such things as water, air, earth, and fire. The 
polytheistic philosophers had not yet learned to distinguish '"he 
nobler parts" of their frame "from the grosser." They had not yet 
achieved a deep view of themselves as agents. 

But Hume holds that once men have established the habit of 
organizing the regularities of experience into systems, they nat- 
urally begin to view these systems as a unity which is the result ' 

of intelligent activity: "A purpose, an intention, a design is evident 
in every thing, and when our comprehension is so far enlarged as 
to contemplate the first rise of this visible system, we must adopt, 
with the strongest conviction, the idea of some intelligent cause 
or author." And the '"uniform maxims ... which prevail throi the 
whole frame of the universe, naturally, if not necessarily, lead 
us to conceive this intelligence as single and individual ..." 
(NHR, p. 92). 

Philosophical theism does not arise out of fear but from the 
speculative play of the intellect as it searches in its own nature 
for metaphors with which to understand the world. Man emerges 
from being a passive recipient of nature to being an autonomous 
agent. Nature is no longer conceived as an order of cycles deter- 
mined by the power of fire, water, air and the like: what Hume 
calls the 'blind, unguided powers of nature" UVHR, p. 4411). 
Rather, nature is conceived as an intelligible system guided by a 
general providence, and man is conceived as an agent participat- 
ing in this divine activity. 

Although philosophical theism arises naturally, it is not a 
natural belief on the order of belief in external objects and causal 
regularities. Hume taught that such belie& are universal and, in 
primitive form, are shared even with animals. They cannot be 
suppressed by reflection alone. True theism, then, is not natural 
in that it occurs everywhere and at  all times, but it is natural in 
that  it spontaneously arises in the security of thepolis after men 
have established the habit of oganizing regularities into systems: 
"it scarce seems possible, that any one of good understanding 
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should reject that idea, when once it is su ted to him9' WHR, 
p. 92). Moreover, true theism is a hardy plant; and although 
difficult to start (being the contingent result of historical circum- 
stances and philosophical reflection), once planted it needs little 
care. I t  is, in part, for this reason that Hume rejected the theory 
of the religious philosophers that theism, founded on reflection, 
must have been the first reIigion and had since been corrupted by 
polytheism: "If these opinions be founded in arguments so clear 
m d  obvious as to carry conviction with the generality of mankind, 
the same arguments, which a t  first diffused the opinions, will still 
preserve them in their original purity.. . .Reason, when very obvi- 
ous, prevents these corruptions: When abstruse, it keeps the 
principles entirely from the knowledge 06 the vulgar, who are 
done liable to corrupt any principles7 sr opinions" WHR, p. 29). 

'I'rue theism, then, is a belief won by a philosophical elite, and 
in the philosophical community is vrrtually irreversible. Philoso- 
phers, however, are not free of the prejudices of the wider vulgar 
community of which they are a part; and so p-hiiosophicai theism 
is never held in pure fom.  Hume taught as a principle that one 
should not expect coherence of belief in abstract theories, espe- 
cially theories of religion and philosophy WHB, p. 7811). Hume 
mentiom Anaxdlgora as "the first undoubted theist m o n g  the 
philosophers9' followed by Socrates, Xenophon, and Plato. All of 
these were very much under the influence of polytheistic super- 
stitions. Xenophon, Hume observes, was in the grip of auguries, 
mrifices, oracles, and beliefs such as that sneezing is a lucky 

e was true of most other pagan philosophid 
theists, including Wume's own hero Ciceso m, p. 73). The 
Stoics were especially remarkable for blending philosophical the- 
ism with pagan superstition: "the force of their mind, being all 
turned to the side of morals, unbent itself in that of religion" 
CNHR, p. 77). Marcus Aurelius "received many admonitions from 
the gods in his sleep," and Tanaetius was the only Stoic, amongst 
the Greeks, who so much as doubted with regard to augeries and 
divinations." Epictetus blieved in the ""language of rooks and 
ravens9Y(NNB pp, 77). 

Turning to modern theists, Hume o b s v e :  '3 maintain, that 
Newton, Locke, Clmke, etc. being h i -  or Sscinians, were very 
sincere in the creed they profest: And 1 always oppse  this argu- 
ment to some libertines, who will needs have it, that it was 
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impossible, but that these great philosophers must have been 
hypocrites" UVm, p. 79). Indeed, the philowphical libertines 
themselves may not know what they really believe. They may 
accept the tenets of philosophid theism and many of the tenets 
of vulgar theism while denying them. And so "might seem deter- 
mined infidels, and enemies to the established religion, without 
being so in reality; or at least, without knswing their own minds 
in that particular" (NHTR, p. 74). 

RELATION OF RELIGION P ~ L O S O P ~  
IN ANCIENT AND MODERN S O C I E T  

The polytheistic religions of the ancient world were typically 
state reli@ons. The Lask of these civic religions was to preserve 
the sacred tradition of the political community and its relation to 
the divine order. Hume observes that polytheistic religion was 
remmhbly  tolerant about the gods of other polytheistic regimes. 
T'ne case was otherwise with theism: 'The intolerance of almost 
all religions, which have maintained the unity of godj is as 
remarkable as the contrary principle in polytheists .... So sociable 
is polytheism" WHR, p. 61). Moreover, theism is not only intoler- 
an t  towards other religiom, it ten& to give rise to implacable 
divisions within the theistic society between orthodox and heret- 
ical sects. One supreme object of worship demands one form of 
worship and one creed: "the several sects fall naturally into 
animosity, and mutually dischare on each other, that sacred zeal 
and  rancour, the most furious and i m p l a d l e  of all human pas- 
sions" WHR, pp. 59-60). Theism generates actual violence within 
the theistic community and rqui res  a n  oppr-ive regime to 
contain it. Polytheism, of course, has also been inhumane and a t  
times has even required human mcrifice in its rituals. But though 
such practices are abhorrent, Hurne observes that sacrificing a 
few individuals chosen by lot does not affect the rest of society 
very much: W e r e a s  virtue, knowldg ,  love of liberty, are the 
qualities, which a l l  home the fatal vengeance of inquisitors; and 
when expelled, leave the society in the most shaaneful imorance, 
corruption, and bonda*" (NHR, pp. 61-62). Hume concludes that 
""few corruptions of idolatry and polythebm are more pernicious 
to pol i t id  society than this corruption of theism, when w r i e d  to 
t he  utmost height" UVNR, p. 61). 
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Although theism is more intolerant than polytheism, it is not 
the only form of thinking that is intolerant and in same respects 
it is not the worst. Philosophy, which first appeared in polytheistic 
society2 brought with it a form of intolerance and hostility peculiar 
to itself. PhiIosop&ica% comsciousness, as we have seen, is struc- 
tured by the principles of ultimacy, autonomy, and dominion. 
Philosophid d eernents are ultimate, and each antagonist 
thinks that his o inion has a title to rule: philosophers should 
be kings. Moreover, philosophical beliefs are determined by the 
thinker's autonamous reason and cannot be abandoned an pain of 
losing his integrity as a thinker and, indeed, as an existent. For it 
is a peculiarity of philosophid thinlning to exercise total domin- 
ion over the thinker and to define the meaning and d u e  of his 
entire existence. Tb abandon his p%%i%omphica% &lie& is nothing 
less than to betray the meaning m d  worth of his own existence. 
Philosophy is generated out of the free play of "spculative curi- 
osity," and so, even more than vulgar theism, tends to break up 
into sects which stand in i m p l a d i e  opposition. it is for this 
ren-n Hume taught that philosophical sects in polytheistic soci- 
ety were more zealous and fanatical than religious sects (N19R, 
p. 63)- Philosophy, however, was not a threat to society because it 
was contained by the polytheistic civic religion. As long as the 
regime itself was not threatened, philosophy f lourkhd in innu- 
merable sects each holding a self-proclaimed title to truth and 
dominion a t  the expense of the others: Epicureanism, stoicism, 
cynicism, skepticism, Pytbagoreanism, the peripatetic philoso- 
phy, etc. 

Over time philosophy spread throughout the learned part of 
the polytheistic world, bringing with it the natural (though not 
inevitable) inclination to theism that Wume t h i n k  attends phil- 
osophical consciousness. So by the time Chrktianity appeared in 
the polytheistic world, intellectual circumstances, at  least, were 
ripe for its reception: "where theism forms the fundamental 

y popular religion, that tenet is so conformable to 
that philosophy is apt to incorporate itself with 

such a system of theology" UVMR, p. 65). The merger of pre-philo- 
sophis theism (Christianity) and phillosophy is the union of two 
distinct forms of intolerance and oppression driven by different 
motives. Philosophy is motivated by ""speculative curio~ity'~; 
vulgar theism by insecurity and fear. &though pre-philosophic 
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vulgar theism tends to produce warring sects, it is not as prolific 
as philosophy (with its free and autonomous play of the specula- 
tive intellect) in generating them. This means that a vulgar 
pre-philosophic theism that takes on philosophical shape and 
seeks to justify itself philosophically will generate a qualitatively 
distinct form of religion that would be the most intolerant and 
oppressive imaginable. The philosophical part of the religion will 
generate endless sects, and these will be a blend of philosophical 
arrogance (due to u l t i m q ,  autonomy, and dominion) with the 
insecurity and fear due to vulgar theism. This newphilosophical 
religion will both constantly generate these sects and be forced to 
suppress them. 

To return to the color metaphor. The mixing of vulgar pre- 
philosophic theism with philosophy produces a new but di 
able hue. The Christianity that emerged a t  the close of the pagan 
world is just such a blend: "But as philosophy was widely spread 
over the world, a t  the time when Christianity arose, the teachers 
of the new sect were obliged to form a system of speculative 
opinio -...to explain, comment, confute, and defend with all the 
subtilty of argument and science. Hence naturally arose keenness 
in dispute, when the Christian religion e to be split into new 
divisions and heresies: And this k e e n n m  assisted the priests in 
their policy, of begetting a mutual hatred and antipathy among 
their deluded followers" WHR, pp. 62-63). It  is in large part its 
capture by philosophical consciousness that %as contributed to 
render CKRISTENDOM the scene of religious wars and divi- 
sions" (NNR, p. 62). 

But the civil discord within Christendom has not always taken 
the  same form. Wume distinguishes between ancient and modern 
forms of civil discord within Christendom. These can be explained 
in the following way. Those born in a theistic culture who m e  
inclined to philosophical reflection will have little trouble seeing 
their own philosophid reason confirmed by the theistic tradition: 
"speculative reassners naturally carry on their assent, and em- 
brace a theory, which has been instil ld into them by their earliest 
education, and which also po some degree of consistence 
and unifomity" CNNR, p. 65). Given this merger of philosophy 
and vulgar theism two things might happen: (1) the philosophic 
pa r t  (motivated by speculative curiosity and the love of truth) 
could r ep l a t e  the w l ~ r  theistic part (motivated by insecurity 
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and fw-which Nume calk "superstition"); or (2) the supersti- 
tious part could regulate the philosophical part to serve its own 
ends. Typicallyj it is the latter that happens: "But as these appear- 
ances do often, all of them, prove deceitful [that philosophy and 
vulgar theism are compatible], philosophy will soon find herself 
very unequally yoaked with her new associate; and instead of 
regulating each principle, as they advance together, she is at 
every turn perverted to serve the purp of superstition" UVPIR, 
p. 65). Such was the case with ancient Christendom, but in 
modern times the philosophic part of Christianity has been pro- 
gressively moving to the surface. 

In the his to^ of England, Hume charts the beginning of the 
change a t  the fifteenth centuryc The conflict in modern religion 
h tween  Catholicism and Pro twta t i sm is interpreted as the 
internecine struggle within Christendom between its vulgar the- 
istic part and its philosophic part. Hume developed two critical 
concepts with which to understand the conflict: '3nthusiasm" and 
""Superstition." Protestantism is regularly identified with the 
f~rmer, 6at:thcrlickm w:th the latter. Both contain the helief of a!! 
popular religion in a particular providence. MTkat distinguishes 
them is that is founded on piety to a tradition and 
to its rituds; whereas 'knthusiasm9' rejects t rdi t ion in favor of 
the authority of the interpretations of one's own mind. In the 
History, Wume observes that Protestantism and especially 
Puritanism resembles more a system of metaphysia than a 
religion. Protestantism is to be compared to the "'Stoics [who] join 
a philosophical enthusiasm to a religious superstition" (NHR, 
p. 77). The expression "philosophical enthusiasm9' is important, 
for it means that there is a form of fanaticism peculiar to the 
philosophical mind itself. We have observed Hume's teaching that 
philosophy naturally divides into sects and that philosophical 
sects in the mcient world were more fanatical than religious ones. 
This process was played out again after the Reformation as 
philosophical enthusiasm (which was the sublimated logic of 
Protestantism) shattered the Reformation into countless sects, 
each claiming an  ultimate title to dominion. 

The most radicad e l~p rwion  of the philomphiml enthusiasm 
internd to Protestantism w c u r r d  in the English civil war, which 

ined in the volumm covering the S t u u t  En@ in the 
Histoy ofE~1.gland. Europe stood wtonished to see the P u r i t m  
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make war on their sovereign, Charles I, and eventually execute 
him. Once in controt the Puritans the lves split into warring 
sects each with a theory of the ultimate foundatiom of society and 
government which they were prepared to impose on others by 
force. The result was a dictabrship under Cromwell where the 
whole of saciety was regulated by religious-philosophical theory. 
Hume observes that this was carried so far as to attempt even the 
regulation of recreation. The Puritans set aside the second Tues- 
day in the month for recreation, but as Hume dryly observes, 
"the people were resolved to be merry when they themselves 
pleased, not when the parliament should prescribe it to them" 
(27, v, pp. 452-53n). 

The degree of regulation imposed by the Puritans resembles 
the total dominion over the life of the indiGdual claimed by the 
philosophid sects of the ancient world. The civic character of 
polytheistic religion meant that "religion had, in ancient times, 
very little influence on common life, and that, after men had 
performed their duty ... a t  the temple, they thought, that the gods 
left the rest of their conduct to the Ives ..." (EM, p. 341). But 
with the birth of philosophy a new guide to life appeared which 
demanded total control: 'TI those ages, it was the business of 
philosophy alone to r e p l a t e  men's ordinary behaviour and 
deportment; and ... this being the sole principle, by which a man 
could elevate himself above his fellows, it acquired ascendent 
over many, and produced great singularities of maxims and 
conduct" (E ,  p. 341). The total control demanded by philo- 
sophical consciousness was confined by the polytheistic mag- 
istrate,  in the ancient world, to private sects. But in modern 
Christendom, philosophical consciousness is internal to the 
s ta te  religion. Consequently, its demand for dominion "is now 
supplied by the modern religion, which inspects our whole 
conduct, and prescribes a n  universal rule to our actions, to our 
words, and to our very thoughts and inclinations" (EM, pp. 
341-43). Emphasis must be placed on what Hume calls "'the 
modern religion9' which is not merely vulgar theism (supersti- 
tion), but vulgar theism blended with philosophy (philosophical 
enthusiasm). I t  is  its philosophical component that,  in large 
part ,  gives modern religion, such as that of the Puritan regime, 
its totalitarian character. A centugy later the philosophical 
element in modern religion had gained such ascendencyl that 
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Hume could say that "reli@on ... isnothingbut a species of philos- 
ophy" ( E q  p. 146). 

By the time of the Enlighknment, then, a radical change had 
occurred in the relation of philmphy to religion in European 
culture. Christendom began as a marriage of "pphosophical en- 
thusiasm" and '"vulgar theism." In Hume's time the tables had 
turned, and the theistic part of Christianity, a t  Ieast in the learned 
world, sought to justify itself in purely secular philosophid 
terms. The governing maxim of many theists was no longer 
Augustine's "credo ut intelligam," but the Enlightenment maxim 
that one should proportion one's belief to the evidence, where 
evidence was thought of as e m p i r i d  and scientific. As religion 
b e m e  more philosophical, it became more secular. The secular- 
ization of r e I i ~ o n  was part sf a wider wculmization of society, 
and ss Mume could observe in 174.2: 'There has been a sudden 
and sensible change in the opinions of men within these last fifty 
years, by the progress of learning and of liberty. Most people, in 
this island, have divested themselves of ail superstitious rever- 
ence to names and authority: The clergy have much lost their 
credit: Their pretensions and doctrines have been ridiculed; and 
even religion can cely support itself in the world. The mere 
n m e  of king commands little respest; and to talk of a king as 
God's vice-regent on earth, or to give him any of those magnnificent 
titles, which formerly dazzled mankind, would but excite laughter 
in every one" (E, p. 51). In this climate of opinion, philosophical 
consciousness began to appear on the scene entirely emancipated 
from its connection with vulgar theism. 

m e n  he wrote the Deatise, Hume thought of these emanci- 
pated philosophers as forming an  elite group which did philosophy 
mainly for the pleasure of it, but might also hope to be of some 
use to society by suggwting reforms for improvement. In the first 
Enquiry, Hume thought that the superior stability of modern 
governments over ancient ones was due in part La the cu%tivation 
of philosophy @U, p. 10). In the TI-eatzse, he presented emanci- 
pated philosophy under modern conditions as a benevolent force, 
Even its errom, being confined to a few, are of little danger to 
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society. "Qnerdly speaking, the errors in religion are dangerous; 
those in phi lwphy only ridiculow9' (T, p. 272). Hume, however, 
does not deny that philosophy is a potential threat to society, for 
in the same passage he mentions the cynics as a sect "who from 
reasonings purely philosophical ran into as great extravagancies 
of conduct as any Monk or Demise that ever was in the world" (T, 
p. 272). This is compatible with his position in "'Of Parties," 
written shortly after the Treatise, that philosophied sects in the 
ancient world were more fanatical than parties of religion. 

Hume did not ask, in the 'Deatise, why one should expect 
philosophy in modern society to be a benevolent force. In  the 
Essays, he explained how '~hilomphical enthusiasm9' in the an- 
cient world was contained by the non-philosophical pagan civic 
religion. But this solution is not possible in modern society since 
the state religion ("the modern religion"), in Hume9s view, embod- 
ies the errors of 66philosophieal enthusiasm9kithin itself. The only 
restraint on emancipated philosophical error in modern society 
must come from phiiosophy itself. And the question arises of 
whether the elite, philosophidly reflective part of society pa be 
expected to w r y  out the sort of selfcriticism that would keep 
philosophical criticism moderate and humane. The question was 
not a lively one for Hume when he wrote the Pe&kse because the 
number of emancipated philomphers was small and the structure 
of society was such that they had little influence. The pressing 
problem for Hume inn the Treatise was not the errors of philosophy 
emmcipated from vulgar theism but the errors of religious phi- 
losophy. 

But the question of whether emancipated philosophy would 
have critical self-knowledge sufficient to r e c o ~ z e  and correct its 
own errors began to be pressing as philosophy became more and 
more ppulm.  The philosophes saw themselves as an  elite van- 
guard leading the masses to higher philosophical self-conscious- 
ness. Diderot wrote: "Let us hasten to make philosophy 
The phenomenon of philosophid cowiowness on a popular 
level was more advanced in Britain than in France. Hume ob- 
served that it had given rise to a radically different sort of political 
party which was unique to modern times and which he viewed 
with alarm. This new sort of party was based not on interest or 
&&ion but on metaphysical principle: Tarties from principle, 
espwially &t& spu la t ive  principle, are h o r n  only to modern 
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times, and are, perhaps, the most extraordinary and unaccount- 
able phmnomenon, that has yet appear& in human affairs" (E ,  
p. 60). 

Such parties were possible only in a n  age in which philosoph- 
ical consciousness had in some way filtered down to the populace. 
Centuries of instruction by Christendom with its union of philos- 
ophy and vulgar theism had made it possible for even the vulgar 
to participate in a confused sort of philwphicaf-religious think- 
ing. But now the philosophical consciousness informing modern 
political parties is entirely secular, as Hume makes clear in "Of 
the Original Contract" where he observes that "no party, in the 
present age, can well support itself, without a philosophical or 
speculative system of principles, annexed to its political or prac- 
tieall one; we accordingly find, that each of the factions, into which 
this nation is divided, has reared up a fabric of the former kind, 
in order to protect and cover that scheme of actions, which it 
pursues" (E, p. 465). Politics in modern society is metaphysical 
politics. The implacable opposition and fanaticism of the ancient 
phl!oso=hicd sects which had heen contained by the p - civic 
religion could now be reenacted in the pol i t id  arena, The spec- 
hcular  errors and absurdities of phi lowphid reflection, the total 
imversiom sf experience, and the diemtion from common life that 
is apeculiarity of the philosophical intellect are no longer confined 
to the closet but are  free to inform pubIic poIicy. 

The philosophical intellect informed by the principles of ulti- 
macy, autonomy, and dominion is free to indulge the wildest and 
most dangsous theories about the seal. It  naturally gives rise to 
endless sects each with a claim on the real and a title to rule, The 
greatest m e  and attention is needed, e w n  among the most 
responsible philosophers, to avoid being miseided by the illu- 
sion-m&ing character of their own autonomous philosophical 
reflection. But such m e  and attention has seldom been exercised 
by philosophers and is certainly not to be expected of the new 
philosophieally informed masses: 'The people being commonly 
very rude builders, especially in this s ~ u l a t i v e  way, and more 
specially still, when actuated by party zeal; ... their workmanship 
must be a little unshpely, and d k o v e r  evident marks of that 
violence and hurry, in which it was raised" (E9 p. 466). The 
populaee is now vulnerable to a new breed of d e m a p a e s  who 
will lead their deluded followers by the passions, not of reliaous 
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fanaticism, but of "philosophical enthusiasm." 
Diderot had isstled the d l  to make philosophy ppular.  By the 

next century, M M ~  could write: "the philosophical consciousness 
itself has been pulled into the torment of struggle. What we must 
accomplish is the ruthless criticism of all that exists.'* Where 
Diderot and Marx celebrated the capture of all aspects of human 
existence by secular philosophical consciousness, Hume lamented 
it, referring to his own time, mdonically, as "his philossphic age9' 
(EM, p. 19'711). Hume considered this a disaster not because there 
is anything wrong with critical reflection or theorizing as such 
but because there is something seriously wrong with philosophi- 
ca l  theorizing improperly conceived. In Part Book I of the 
Deatise of Human Natum, Hume forged a distinction between 
true and false philosophical criticism-a distinction of the great- 
est  importance for undershnding his philosophical and historical 
writings. 1 have discussed this fundmental distinction elsewhere 
and cannot do justice to it But this can be said. Hume tries 
to show in %ooki, Past Tv'that the traditiond notion of phiiosoph- 
i a l  reflection (i.e., reflection informed by the principles of ulti- 
macy, autonomy, and dominion) distorts, constricts, and if pur- 
sued consistently finally alienates one entirely from the experi- 
ence of common life. Hume carries the reader dialectically 
through "a gradation of three opinions, that rise abow each other, 
according as the persons, who form them, acquire new degrees of 
reason and knowledge. These opinions are that of the vulgar, that 
of a false philosophy, and that of the true; where we shall find 
upon enquiry, that the true philosophy approaches nearer to the 
sentiments of the vulgar, than to those of a mistaken knowledge" 
(T, p. 223, emphasis mine). 

Vulgar consiousness is not unreflective or uncritical; rather, 
i t  i s  merelyphilosoghically unreflective consciousness. False phi- 
losophy is vulgar comiousness come to philosophical self-aware- 
ness. Such thinking structured by the principles of ultimacy, 
autonomy, and dominion imagines itself emmcipated from all the 
prejudices and custom of common life and with the authority to 
totally restructure vulgar consciousness in a philosophically ac- 
ceptable way. Hume tries to show, however, that philosophical 
criticism which comistently supposes itself emancipated from all 
t h e  prejudices and custom of common life ends in total skepti- 
cism. Philosophem in fact seldom end in total skepticism, only 
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because they are not really emancipatd from the prejudices of 
common life but unknowingly s m u ~ l e  in same favorite prejudice 
which gives content to and hides w h t  are o t h e r w i ~  entirely 
empty philosophical principles. True philosophy emerges when 
the philosopher recognizes that this is the condition of philosoph- 
ical reflection and comes to affirm the prejudices of common life 
as the ground of thought and proceeds to form critical principles 
within that ground and not in oppmition to it. 

Hume's reform of philosophy in Book I, Part HV requires that 
one abandon the principle of autonomy (the philosopher is not the 
spectator of common life but aparticipant in it) and the principle 
of dominion (it is not autonomous reason that has a title to rule 
but custom-and custom is always social, requiring deference to 
others). True phi%owphy is critical refleetion on custom carried 
out within, the domain of custom. It is, if one likes, criticism of 
custom, by custom, and for custom. Or as Hume puts it: 'T'hillo- 
sophical decisions are nothing but the reflectism of common life 
methodized and corrected" (EU, pa 162). 

The false philosophical consciousness imagines itself the sov- 
ereign spectator of the whole of custom. Custom is no longer a 
mode of participation but an  alienated ob~ect of reflwtion. The 
philosopher seeks a theory of this tohlity purged of the authority 
of any custom within it. But such theories always end in taking a 
favorite part of custom and ontologically reducing much, if not all, 
of the rest to it: 'TVhen a philosopher has once laid hold of a 
favousite principle, which perhaps accounts for many natural 
effmb, he extends the e principle over the whole creation, and 
reduces to it every phaenomenon, though by the most violent and 

ning"' (23, p. 159). Thus Thales took water and re- 
duced everything to it. The history of philosophy is filled with such 
magical invessiom. Benevolence is really self-love, property is 
theft, to be is to be perceived, man is condemned to freedom, etc. 
Oakshott  once observed that eveything Marx touched turned to 
~ u ~ e s s t i t i o n . ~  Hume taught that everything the false philosopher 
touches is transformed into a strange inverted world over which 
the philosopher alone has dominion. Hume, like O&eshott, rec- 
oa ized  in false philosophial consciousness a secular form of 
superstition: 'Do you come to a philompher as to a cunning man, 
t~ %earn wmething by magic or witchcrafi, beyond w b t  can be 
known by common prudence and discretion"?" (E,  p. 16%). 
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mE TREATISE POSTMODERN CULTURE 

Hume recognized his own age as one in which philosophical 
consciousnw was on the way to becoming the dominant form of 
culture. In our own time it has become the dominant form: we live 
in what might be called the first philosophic age. Hume taught 
that modern philosophic religion imp universal rules "to our 
action, to our words, and to our very thoughts and inclinations" 
(EM, pp. 341-43). Likewk,  secular philosophical consciousness 
informs every aspect of contemporary culture. Writing a t  the 
height of the cold war Camus had this to say about the dominion 
of (what Hume would have called) false philosophid conscious- 
ness in politics: 'These are crimes of passion and crimes of logic .... 
We are living in the era of ... the perfect crime. Our criminals are 
no longer helpless children who could plead love as theis excuse. 
On the contrary, they are adults, and they 
philosophy, which can be used for purp 
forming murderers into judg es.... I:: mere ingenuous times, whez 
the tyrant razed cities for his own greater glory, when the slave 
chained to the conqueror's chariot was dr  d through the re- 
joicing streets ... the mind did not reel before such unabashed 
crimes, and judgment remain& uncloudd. But slave a m p s  
under the flag of freedom, masacres justified by philanthropy ... in 
one sense cripple judgment. On the day when crime dons the 
apparel of innocence through a curious transposition peculiar to 
our t i m e e i t  is innocence that is called upon to justify i t ~ e l f . " ~  

The spntanmus  collapse of communist regimes throughout 
eastern Europe may be viewed as the long overdue Numean 
unmasking by "true philosophy" of the spechcular absurdities of 
failed economic systems ruling in the name of social justice and 
of totalitarian regimes ruling in the m m e  of human freedom. 
m a t  Canus called "a curious t rmps i t i on9 '  of concepts "peculiar 
to our times" is what Hume d l e d  "philosophical chymistry" 
(alchemy) whereby false philosophical consciousnm inverts the 
object of its reflection into its opposite (EM, p. 297). If the cold 
wm is over, the pol i t id  world we live in is still very much a world 
of contraq philosophid sys tem seeking inslantiation and do- 
minion. And so it is a world vulnerable to the seculm superstitions 
of fahe p b i l m p h i d  thmrizing. And not just the polit id world. The 
whole of altua"e: m o d s ,  art, litel-ature, mhit&ure, manners, and 
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language are vulnerable to the inversions of 6'philosophicd chym- 
istry" as carried out by countless forms of "critical theory" such 
as structuralism, deconstructionism, feminism, etc., each seeking 
dominion through the ancient philosophid project of "unmask- 
ing" and "consciousness raising." But if Hume9s teaching in Book 
I, Part IV of the Treatise that there is a distinction between true 
and false forms of philosophical comiousness is correct, then 
some of the unmaskers will need to be unrnasked and some of the 
consciousness raisers will need to have their consciousness raised 
from the level of false philosophy to that of "true philosophy 
[which] approaches nearer to the sentiments of the vulgar, than 
to those of a mistaken knowledge" (T, g. 223). 

In a philosophic age, the discovery of this distinction between 
true and false philosophical criticism is of fundamental ethical 
importance. I t  is of ethical importance because in a philosophic 
age no normative question of practice can escape being structured 
by philosophical consciousness whose dominion, by the very na- 
ture of philosophiml thinking, is and must be total. Spinoza could 
C:+IA L;" =,eat - wark 0x1 su%+ance Ethics bem1_1se he thought the 
question of being is prior to the question of how to h e .  But 
modern thinkers after Hume and &nt rejected this thesis in 
favor of the doctrine t h t  substaxace itself is structured by hum= 
consciousness. In Book I, Part F(7 of the Deatise Hume shows how 
philosophical consciousness itself is a deeper notion than sub- 
stance insofar as substance is a construction of philosophical 
consciousness. In a philosophic age all objects of culture are 
philosophically canstrmted objects. (This is part of what is meant 
by describing contemporary culture as "pmtmodern.") In  such an 
age it is not the question of being but an understanding of the 
difference between true and false philosophical consciousness 
that is prior to the question of how to live. In this way the Treatise, 
especially Book 1, Pmt N, is a deep work in ethics. 

The Enlightement also imagined itself t o p  
to the problem of ethics. That solution was for philosophical 
consciousness ta purge itself of vulgar theism and to replace it as 
the dominate form of culture. It  never occurred to thephilosophes 
that the philosophical intellect itself might contain a form of error, 
superstition, self- deception, and destmction the q u a 1  ts anfihing 
in w u l p  theism. This error is dl the more dficult  to d k o w r  
because philosophial reflection (informed by the principles of 
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ultinaacy, autonomy, and dominion) is done in the name of reason, 
n" be a source of error and self-deception? In 

this naive confidence in the philosophical intellect as self justify- 
ing, Diderot issued the call to make philosophy popular. But 
before this call had gone out, Hume had already seen, in the 
Treatise, the need for a radical criticism of philosophy itself. I n  
the heyday of the Enlightenment Hume had issued a call for a 
deeper form of Enlightenment, one devoted to unmasking the 
kingdom of darkness internal to the philosophical intellect itself. 
I t  was a call that in our "postmodern" culture has scarcely been 
heard. 
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